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Using the LLL algorithm and the second author’s ‘‘ladder’’

method, we find (conjectural) Z-linear relations among poly-

logarithms of order up to 16 evaluated at powers of a single

algebraic number. These relations are in accordance with

theoretical predictions and are valid to an accuracy of 300

decimal digits, but we cannot prove them rigorously.

1. INTRODUCTIONLet m be a positive integer. The m-th polyloga-rithm function is de�ned for complex z with jzj < 1by Lim(z) = 1Xn=1 znnm :For m = 1, Li1(z) = � log(1� z), while for m > 1,the function Lim(z) is a higher transcendental func-tion. The functions Lim(z) can be extended ana-lytically to the whole complex plane if one makesa cut, for example, the real line from 1 to in�nity(corresponding, for m = 1, to the principal branchof the logarithm).The function Li1(z) satis�es the functional equa-tion Li1(1� xy) = Li1(1� x) + Li1(1� y);which implies that any linear combination with in-tegral coe�cients of Li1 values of elements of anumber �eld will again be an Li1 value of an el-ement of this number �eld. The correspondingstatement for higher polylogarithms is not true.However, the Lim satisfy \trivial" functional equa-tions relating Lim(x) to Pyp=x Lim(y) for all inte-gers p 6= 0; and for small orders m, they also sat-isfy more complicated nontrivial functional equa-tions. (The present record, due to H. Gangl, givesnontrivial functional equations for m = 7.) Inaddition, these functional equations give relationsamong polylogarithm values of elements of a givencA K Peters1058-6458/92 $0.50 per page
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number �eld. It is conjectured that all relationsamong polylogarithms of algebraic arguments canbe obtained by specializing functional equations,but this is not known for any m � 2.The main goal of this paper is to provide an ex-ample of \ladder" relations (i.e., relations amongpolylogarithms of powers of a �xed number �) forthe number � �= 1:17628 de�ned as the unique rootoutside the unit circle of the self-reciprocal polyno-mialX10 +X9 �X7 �X6 �X5 �X4 �X3 +X + 1 :Dilogarithm relations for this number were �rst in-vestigated by G. Ray and are given in Chapter 7 of[Lewin 1991]. The ladder relations we will �nd goup to order 16, con�rming the general theory (asdescribed in [Zagier 1991a] and recalled in Section3). This is quite possibly the highest order occur-ring for any algebraic number, a property relatedto the well-known conjecture of Lehmer [1933] that� has the smallest possible Mahler measure for analgebraic integer that is not a root of unity (theMahler measure of an algebraic integer is equal tothe product of the moduli of the number's con-jugates that are greater than 1, hence here equalto �). The computation of the ladder relationsrequires both high-accuracy computation of poly-logarithms (we needed more than 300 decimal dig-its) and careful use of linear algebra and latticereduction techniques for fairly large matrices withnonexact entries, so both of these issues will haveto be addressed in the paper.
2. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF

POLYLOGARITHMSTo achieve our goal, it is necessary to computepolylogarithms to a reasonably high accuracy. Todo this, we use the following very simple and prettyformula for the polylogarithm, which we could not�nd in the literature:
Proposition 1. For m a natural number and jzj < 2�we haveLim(ez) = Xn�0n 6=m�1 �(m� n) znn!

+ �1 + 12 + � � �+ 1m� 1 � log(�z)� zm�1(m� 1)! :

The proof by induction is straightforward. We ob-serve, as an amusing remark, that the polyloga-rithm of complex order s (de�ned for jzj < 1 likeLim but with m replaced by s) can be analyticallyextended by the formulaLis (ez) =Xn�0 �(s� n)znn! + �(1� s) (�z)s�1
for all s 62 N; the limit of the right-hand side ass ! m 2 N is the expression occurring in theproposition.If x = �ei� 2 C and we write x = ez, the condi-tion jzj < 2� is equivalent toexp(�p4�2 � �2) < � < exp(p4�2 � �2):Since we may assume that j�j � �, this region con-tains the annulus e��p3 < � < e�p3 (note thate��p3 < 0:005 and e�p3 > 230). So, to computeLim(x), we use the power series if jxj is small (sayjxj � 12), the formula of proposition 1 if jxj is near1 (say 12 < jxj < 2), and the functional equation re-lating Lim(x) to Lim(x�1) if jxj is large (say jxj > 2;in fact, as we will see, we will never have to usethis).There is still one more point to treat. We willneed polylogarithm values to several hundred dec-imals, hence we also need the values of �(k) forintegers k to such a high accuracy. When k � 0or k > 0 and even, �(k) is given explicitly in termsof Bernoulli numbers Bn. We must also compute�(k) for k odd, k � 3. We could use the stan-dard Euler{McLaurin method for doing this, butthere is a simpler and much faster method, comingfrom the theory of modular forms (more precisely,by integrating k times the Fourier expansion of theholomorphic Eisenstein series of weight k+1); theseformulas were known to Ramanujan.
Proposition 2. For k odd, k > 1, we have

�(k) =(2�)kk � 1 (k+1)=2Xn=0 (�1)n(1� 2n)�2n�k+1�2n
� 2Xn�1 n�ke2�n � 1 �1 + 2�n"k1� e�2�n� ;where �n denotes Bn=n! and "k = 0 for k � 3(mod 4), "k = 2=(k � 1) for k � 1 (mod 4).The above propositions give us rapidly conver-gent methods for computing polylogarithms in the
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whole complex plane, and in particular near or onthe unit circle. (Of course, Proposition 2 is not re-ally necessary, since the values of �(k) for k up to16 could be computed just once by a slower methodand then stored.)We will actually be working with a modi�ed ver-sion of the polylogarithm function which is de�nedby
Pm(x) = Rem� mXr=0 2rBrr! (log jxj)r Lim�r(x)�;

where Rem denotes real or imaginary part depend-ing on whether m is odd or even, and Li0 hasbeen set equal to �12 [Zagier 1991a]. In contrastwith the original polylogarithms, these modi�edfunctions satisfy \clean" functional equations (i.e.,equations involving only polylogarithms of a givenorder, without lower-order correction terms). Inparticular, we have Pm(1=x) = (�1)m�1Pm(x).
3. LADDERSIn [Abouzahra and Lewin 1985] and [Lewin 1984],recipes to obtain linear relations among polylog-arithm values of powers of a single algebraic in-teger � are given. These recipes, which are spe-cial cases of the theory describing linear relationsamong polylogarithm values of arbitrary algebraicarguments (as explained in [Zagier 1991a; 1991b]),are as follows.Assume that one knows, for some algebraic num-ber �, a certain number of relations of the form1Yn=1(�n � 1)cn = ��N
for some integers c1, c2, : : : (cn = 0 for almost alln) and N and some root of unity �. Such rela-tions are called cyclotomic relations. For the spe-cial number de�ned in the introduction, since � isreal and greater than 1, we must have � = 1; more-over, since 1=� is a conjugate of �, we deduce byconjugating the equation that N must be equal to12Pn ncn. Since the modi�ed unilogarithm func-tion P1 is given by P1(x) = � log j1�xj+ 12 log jxj,the cyclotomic equation can be rewritten1Xn=1 cn P1(�n) = 0:

So, these are our unilogarithm relations, the �rstrung of the ladder. The main statement of thetheory is that all relations among m-th polyloga-rithms are obtained by (m�1)-fold pseudointegra-tion, that is, the formal replacement of P1(�n) byn�(m�1)Pm(�n). In other words, any ladder rela-tion at the m-th rung should have the form1Xn=1 cnnm�1 Pm(�n) = 0
for some cyclotomic relation Q(�n � 1)cn = �N .However, not all relations obtained by pseudoin-tegration will hold. The rest of the picture is asfollows. First, observe that the set of cyclotomicequations forms a group under multiplication, sothe set of possible collections of exponents fcngforms a group under addition; obviously, the sameis true for the linear relations among the polylog-arithms of any given order. Suppose that we havefound I(1) multiplicatively independent cyclotomicrelations. Then, starting with m = 2, suppose in-ductively that we have I(m� 1) linearly indepen-dent equations at order m� 1, say

Sm�1;i(�) = 1Xn=1 c(i)nnm�2 Pm�1(�n) = 0
for i = 1; : : : ; I(m�1). We suppose further that thesame relation remains true if � is replaced by anyof its conjugates ��. (In practice, and accordingto conjectures, this is automatically true, but inany case, we need it for the inductive setup.) Wewrite this symbolically as Sm�1;i(��) = 0. We thenconsider the pseudointegrated quantities

Sm;i(��) = 1Xn=1 c(i)nnm�1 Pm((��)n):There are r1+2r2 possible embeddings � ofQ[�]into the complex numbers, where r1 and r2 denoteas usual the number of real and complex conju-gates of �, so for each i the collection of num-bers fSm;i(��)g� can be considered as a vector inRr1+2r2. However, because of the functional equa-tions of the function Pm(x), not all of the com-ponents of this vector are independent, so we canthink of it as a vector in a smaller dimensional vec-tor space Rd(m) of dimension d(m) depending onthe parity of m. Speci�cally, since Pm(x) is invari-ant under x 7! �x for m odd and anti-invariant for
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m even, we need only half of the complex conju-gates and can ignore the real conjugates when mis even, reducing the number of components fromr1+2r2 to r1+r2 or r2 (in our special case, 6 and 4),respectively. Moreover, for � like ours satisfying aself-reciprocal equation, the functional equationPm(1=x) = (�1)m�1Pm(x)implies that we also need only half of the real em-beddings when m is odd, i.e., d(m) is r2 (in ourcase, 4) when m is even, and r1=2 + r2 (in ourcase, 5) when m is odd. Now the theory says thatthe vectors obtained by pseudointegrating the valid(m � 1)-th order relations will lie in a lattice inRd(m), or in other words, that any d(m) + 1 ofthem will satisfy a linear relation over Z ratherthan merely over R. (This assertion, given con-jecturally in [Zagier 1991a], is actually now a the-orem, to appear in forthcoming work by Beilin-son and Deligne.) In particular, at least I(m) =I(m�1)�d(m) of our I(m�1) vectors inRd(m) willbe 0. Changing bases if necessary, we can supposethat these are simply the relations Sm;i(��) = 0 fori = 1; : : : ; I(m), and this puts us back in the samesituation as before and lets us continue the induc-tive process. Summarizing, in climbing the lad-der, we lose (at most) d(m) relations at each stepand hence, starting with the I(1) cyclotomic rela-tions, can mount the ladder as long as the quantityI(m) = I(1)� d(2)� � � � � d(m) remains positive.Note that, although the theory tells us that such re-lations exist, it does not give any bound on the sizeof the coe�cients. As a consequence, although therelations which we will give are correct to severalhundred decimal places, and although the numberand type of relations we �nd agrees with the num-ber which we know must exist, the speci�c relationsthat we give are not rigorously proved.A striking example of a \ladder" of the sort justdescribed is given in [Abouzahra et al. 1987] and[Zagier 1991a], where one takes for � a root ofX3 � X � 1 = 0. In this case, one can climb theladder up to level 8, and at level 9, there remain2 pseudointegrated relations which are just su�-cient to give a relation between nonalogarithms ifone adds P9(�0) = P9(1) = �(9) to the list of ad-missible powers of �. In the present paper, westudy the special Salem number mentioned in theintroduction, an even more spectacular example.

The �rst step is to get the ladder started by�nding cyclotomic relations for the number � asexplained at the beginning of this section. We dothis as follows. First notice that the polynomialXn � 1 factors as a product of cyclotomic polyno-mials �k(X) over all divisors k of n, so that �ndingmultiplicative relations among � and the numbers�n � 1 is the same as �nding multiplicative rela-tions among � and the numbers �k(�). Any suchrelation will imply a relation among the norms, sowe �rst compute the norm of �k(�) for many k.We �nd that this norm is �1 for 66 values of k lessthan 1000, namely,k = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 18, 20,21, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 34, 37, 38, 40, 42, 44, 45,47, 50, 52, 56, 57, 60, 63, 64, 65, 66, 70, 74, 75, 76,78, 84, 86, 92, 96, 98, 105, 110, 118, 132, 138, 144,154, 160, 165, 186, 195, 204, 212, 240, 270, 286,360.But even when the norm of �k(�) is not a unit,we can hope to (multiplicatively) combine several�k(�) to obtain a unit, and this indeed happens,giving us the nine further units �k1(�)=�k2(�) for(k1; k2) = (12; 4), (36,4), (62,31), (108,4), (124,31),(130,26), (175,25), (182,14), (246,82).Together with � itself, this gives us 76 multiplica-tively independent units and hence, since the unitrank of K = Q[�] is equal to r1+r2�1 = 5, 71 lin-early independent cyclotomic relations. (The �veunits � and �k(�) for k = 1; 2; 3; 5 form a generat-ing system of independent units.)Using Baker-type methods, it is possible to givean e�ective upper bound on the index of the cy-clotomic polynomials which have to be examined.However, as often with this type of bound, it doesnot seem possible to decrease it to a computation-ally feasible value. Hence, although it is possi-ble that some cyclotomic relation has escaped oursearch, this seems quite unlikely.
4. CLIMBING THE LADDERBy the construction sketched above, from our ini-tial I(1) = 71 cyclotomic relations, we must ob-tain I(2) = 67 dilogarithm relations, I(3) = 62trilogarithm relations, decreasing alternatively by4 or 5, and �nally we must obtain I(16) = 4 hex-adecalogarithm relations. (We would need six such
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relations to be able to climb to the 17th level.) Toobtain these relations is not a completely trivialtask, and in this section we explain the methodthat has been used to obtain them. All the com-putations were done using the GP/PARI calculatordeveloped by C. Batut, D. Bernardi, H. Cohen andM. Olivier.There are exactly 111 di�erent exponents of �which occur in the cyclotomic relations. Hence, wewill represent the cyclotomic relations as a 111 �71 matrix L1 with integral entries, each columnrepresenting a relation. This matrix is, of course,not unique, and we can try to get the coe�cientsas small as possible by using the LLL algorithm[Lenstra et al. 1982]. We can give a rough measureof the size of the coe�cients by computing the L2-norm of L1. In the present case, the minimal valuefound (and probably the absolute minimum) is 20.Now we pseudointegrate these relations, whichsimply means that we divide each of the 111 rowsj by its corresponding exponent (from 1 to 360),which we denote by e(j). Let M2 be the resultingmatrix. We form the 4�111 matrix V2 = (vi;j) withvi;j = P2(�e(j)i ), where the �i are four nonreal con-jugates of � (one for each complex conjugate pair),and then form the 4�71 matrix V2 �M2 of 4-tuplesof dilogarithm values for the 71 pseudointegratedrelations. This matrix turns out to have maximalrank (4), so we pick four independent columns (ac-tually, the �rst four), and then form the 71 � 67matrix K2 = ker(V2 �M2);whose 67 columns are the relations obtained bywriting each of the remaining (last) 67 columnsof V2 � M2 as a linear combination of the chosenfour. (Notice that this procedure is numericallywell-de�ned and stable even though the entries ofour matrices are only approximate, because theinvertibility of the 4 � 4 matrix depends on thenonvanishing of a number, and this is somethingwhich can be checked numerically.) The theorydescribed in Section 3 tells us that K2 should, infact, have rational coe�cients, and it is then easyto see that a possible choice for the matrix L2of relations for dilogarithms would then be L2 =M2 �K2.The �rst problem that faces us is that K2 hasonly been calculated approximately, so we have tosomehow recognize its entries as rational numbers.

Because M2 has integer entries and we are onlyconcerned with the product of this matrix withK2,we may as well �rst computeL02 =M2 �K2and then try to approximate it by a matrix with ra-tional entries. If we are given su�cient accuracy,we can simply use the continued fraction expan-sion of the coe�cients and hope to �nd a reason-ably simple denominator. In the present case, thecoe�cients are apparently all integers, so we havenothing more to do than rounding, but in higherlevels, we will have to �nd a common denominatorand de�ne Lm by multiplying L0m by this denom-inator and rounding. (Even here, if we had notLLL-reduced the matrix L1, we would have foundthe rather small denominator 6.)If L2 is our rounded matrix, we can say withcon�dence (especially if we work with 300 decimaldigits, which we will need for higher levels) that wehave found the correct 67 relations at the diloga-rithm level. This is however still not entirely sat-isfactory, since we may not have a Z-basis of thelattice of relations, but only a Q-basis.To check whether we have a Z-basis, we use thefollowing easily proved lemma.
Lemma. Let M be an m � n matrix with integerentries and rank n. Then the lattice spanned by thecolumns of M is equal to the intersection with Zmof the Q-vector space spanned by the columns of Mif and only if the GCD of all n�n subdeterminantsis equal to 1.We will say that a matrix satisfying the condi-tion of the preceding lemma is primitive. To re-place a matrixM by a primitive one whose columnsgenerate the same Q-vector space, we can, for in-stance, proceed as follows. We extract at randomtwo n � n determinants and let d be their GCD.Then, for every prime p dividing d, we make Mprimitive at p by elementary linear algebra mod-ulo p. Note that for this, we do not need to factor dcompletely, since once the small prime factors havebeen removed, we can treat the remaining part asa prime, and the only thing which can go wrong isthat we obtain a nontrivial factor of this \prime,"in which case we try again with that factor and itscofactor. Alternatively, we could apply Hermitereduction to M , after which it is obvious how tomake it primitive.
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Applying this procedure to L2, we now obtaina Z-basis of the space of relations, not just a Q-basis. As before, we terminate that matrix by LLL-reducing. In our case, if we start from the LLL-reduced matrix L1, the GCD d of subdeterminantsis already equal to 1, so the reduction step is unnec-essary. On the other hand, if we had started from anon{LLL-reduced matrix L1 giving a denominator6, we would have had to eliminate 6 (i.e., 2 and 3)from the GCD of the subdeterminants.Since we LLL-reduce each matrix Lm as we pro-ceed, the relations that we obtain are essentiallyoptimal. Finding a kernel is no problem, since itinvolves inverting a 4� 4 or 5� 5 matrix followedby a matrix multiplication. Similarly, the processof making a matrix primitive is fairly straightfor-ward. The crucial problem which arises now is thatof explosion of denominators. Since the kernel iscomputed in an arbitrary way at �rst, and onlycorrected afterwards, it is not surprising that wehave little control on the denominators which oc-cur. In fact, working still with 300 decimals ofaccuracy, we are able to go not much further thanlevel 9 or 10. So we must still improve our strat-egy.A �rst improvement is as follows. It is clear thatthe pseudointegrated matrices Mm (after clearingdenominators) may not be primitive in the abovesense. In fact, the GCD of maximal subdetermi-nants will be divisible by all the primes dividingthe exponents of the cyclotomic relations. In ourcase, this corresponds exactly to all the primesup to and including 59. We can make the ma-trices Mm primitive with respect to all of theseprimes, and experiment shows that no other primesneed to be eliminated. With this improvement, wewere able to reach level 12. However, once again,we were caught up by the explosion of the sizeof the denominators, i.e., after computing L013 =M13 � ker(V13 �M13), we were unable to recognizethe common denominator of the coe�cients of L013.At that point, several ideas were tried. First,we could simply have increased the precision of thepolylogarithm values, but a rough estimate showedthat we probably would have exceeded reasonablecomputer storage and time limitations. Second,since the coe�cients of L013 must have a commondenominator, it might be possible to use the LLLalgorithm to �nd it, by using a version which is es-sentially dual to the version used in �nding linear

relations between real numbers. However, we didnot succeed with that either. The idea which �-nally worked is very simple: Before computing thekernel, do an LLL-reduction of the matrix Mm. Itis not unreasonable to expect that this will lowernot only the size of the coe�cients of Mm, butalso that of the denominators. This is, in fact,strikingly true (see next section), and enabled usto climb to the top of the ladder (i.e., m = 16) ina few more minutes and thus to obtain the desiredfour hexadecalogarithm relations between powersof �.
Remarks(1) It would be of considerable interest to developan algorithm which can compute directly an LLL-reduced Z-basis of relations between linearly de-pendent vectors v1; : : : ; vn without computing �rsta Q-basis of PQvi, then transforming this into aZ-basis, and �nally LLL-reducing. The algorithmshould be able to deal with exact or imprecise en-tries, i.e., we should not have to �rst �nd an R-basis and then \recognize" the real entries as ra-tional numbers. One way to do this is to applyLLL-reduction to the lattice Zn equipped with thequadratic formQ(a1; : : : ; an) = ka1v1 + � � �+ anvnk2+ "(a21 + � � �+ a2n)for a1; : : : ; an 2 Z, with a suitably small "; thenthe very short vectors correspond to the kerneland automatically give an LLL-reduced basis of it.(When the Euclidean space in which the vi lie isone-dimensional, this is the standard way of �nd-ing integer relations among real numbers.) Thisalgorithm can be made to work but requires care-ful choice of ".(2) Initially, instead of using the conjugates of �,we simply looked (using LLL) for relations amongthe unmodi�ed polylogarithm functions Lim eval-uated at powers of the real number �. However,the size of the denominators and of the coe�cientswhich occur increases even more rapidly than inthe method we �nally used, and we were unable toclimb beyond level 7.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTSLet us summarize the procedure described above.Let L1 be the 111� 71 LLL-reduced matrix of cy-
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clotomic relations. Consider some integer m > 1and assume inductively that the matrix Lm�1 hasbeen computed. Let Mm be the matrix obtainedafter performing successively the following steps:(a) pseudointegrate the matrix Lm�1;(b) reduce the columns to integer entries havingGCD equal to 1;(c) eliminate the primes up to 59;(d) LLL-reduce.Let Vm be the d(m)�111 (d(m) = 4 or 5) matrixof polylogarithm values of the powers of the rele-vant conjugates of �. Set L0m =Mm �ker(Vm �Mm),where the kernel is computed by simple matrix in-version. Using the continued fraction expansion ofa few coe�cients of L0m, determine a plausible de-nominator dm for L0m, and let Lm be the matrixobtained from L0m by the following steps:(a) Multiply L0m by dm and then round each coef-�cient to the nearest integer; let "m be the sumof the absolute values of the distances betweeneach coe�cient and its rounded value.(b) Eliminate dm from the resulting matrix. Inpractice, eliminate individually the small primefactors of dm, and globally the remaining cofac-tor, even if it is not prime.(c) LLL-reduce.In Table 1, we give the results obtained by work-ing with 305 decimals of accuracy. Note that sincethere is some freedom in the LLL-reduction pro-cedure, another implementation may give slightlydi�erent results, although, of course, the lattices ofpolylogarithm relations will be the same. We givesuccessively m, "m, dm and lm, the L2 norm of theLLL-reduced matrix Lm.A few remarks are in order concerning this ta-ble. First, thanks to the combination of all thetricks mentioned above, the explosion of denomi-nators has been completely avoided for small levels,and in fact, the denominator is equal to 1 for alleven levels up to 10. On the other hand, whenthe level is 13 or above, the denominators becomevery large. We believe that the reason for this isthat the matrices Mm get narrower as m grows(for example, M16 has only eight columns), hencethe LLL-reduction of these matrices which savedus in the end is unfortunately not of much help. Arelated observation is that up to level 12, the pre-cision of the results stays excellent, but thereafter

m "m dm lm1 | | 2 � 1012 10�305 1 4:4 � 1013 10�304 2 1:4 � 1024 10�305 1 6:4 � 1025 10�301 24 8:8 � 1036 10�305 1 2:2 � 1047 10�297 81 1:0 � 1068 10�305 1 2:2 � 1069 10�294 63057 2:3 � 10710 10�305 1 6:6 � 10811 10�286 234280024 1:3 � 101112 10�291 12 6:9 � 101313 10�265 2:5 � 1024 1:5 � 101814 10�259 1:0 � 1025 7:4 � 102315 10�204 4:6 � 1072 7:4 � 103716 10�153 1:1 � 10106 2:7 � 1071
TABLE 1. Salem number ladder datawe su�er a loss of precision of about the same or-der as dmlm. In particular, if we had worked withonly 250 decimals instead of 300, we would nothave been able to obtain the hexadecalogarithmrelations. By using the method sketched earlier inRemark (1) preceding this section, we could haveavoided the denominator explosion altogether, butapparently the same precision, about 300 digits,would still have been needed to obtain the highest-order relation.The third remark is that the relations have beenLLL-reduced, hence the L2-norms given in the lastcolumn are certainly close to best possible, up tomaybe a variation of 1 or 2 in the exponent of10. In particular, the four relations that we obtainat level 16 have 70-digit coe�cients, and the LLLbounds tell us that no such relation exists whosecoe�cients have at most 69 digits. Just for fun,we have given one of these relations in the Ap-pendix.The last remark is the following. At even or-ders m, we have worked with four nonreal con-jugates of �, since this is enough to obtain therelations, and also because the modi�ed polylog-arithm function Pm vanishes at real arguments.However, the theory tells us that for each rela-tion P cnPm((��)n) = 0, the corresponding com-
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bination P cnLm(�n) of the modi�ed real polylog-arithm functionLm(x) = m�2Xr=0 (� log jxj)rr! Lim�r(x)
� (� log jxj)m�1m(m� 2)! log j1� xjfor m even and �1 � x � 1 should give a rationalmultiple of �m. This is indeed what we �nd. More-over, the calculation lets us answer a question thathad arisen in earlier polylogarithm investigationsbut could not previously be answered because theorders of the polylogarithms occurring were toosmall. In all known relations among the valuesof the real polylogarithm function Lm at real ar-guments, the combination of polylogarithms whichoccur are not merely rational multiples of �m, butare rational multiples with a small denominator.Conjecturally, a prime p can occur in the denomi-nator only if some extension of F of degree m con-tains a p-th root of unity; in particular, for generic�elds, not having especially large intersections with

cyclotomic �elds, one expects (at most) the samedenominator as for Q, i.e., at most Dm, if we write�(m) = �Q(m) as Nm�m=Dm with Nm and Dmcoprime integers. For instance, all known rela-tions among values of the values of the functionL2 (\Rogers dilogarithm function") at argumentsin real quadratic �elds other than Q(p5) give in-tegral multiples of �2=6 = �(2). The question waswhether the right general conjecture should be thatpolylogarithm relations give simple rational multi-ples of �m, or simple rational multiples of �(m),i.e., whether for generic F , they are integral mul-tiples of Nm�m=Dm or merely of �m=Dm. Thiscould not be checked before because no relationsbeyond order 9 were known, and the �rst m withNm > 1 is 12 (N12 = 691). It turned out that form = 12 and m = 16, the rational multiples occur-ring did not have numerators divisible by Nm. Forinstance, the combination of modi�ed hexadecalog-arithms given in the Appendix is an integer mul-tiple of �16=D16 = �16=325641566250, but not of�(16) = 3617�16=325641566250.
APPENDIX: A (CONJECTURAL) HEXADECALOGARITHM RELATIONAs promised, we give one of the four relations among the hexadecalogarithm values of powers of �. We givethe coe�cients in tabular form, each line containing an integer n between 1 and 360, and a coe�cient cn ofat most 71 digits such that the sum Pn cnP16((��)n) vanishes for each conjugate �� of �. As mentionedin Section 3, these relations are not rigorously proved, even though we know that relations of this formexist. The value of the sum Pn cnL16(�n), which should be a multiple of �16, turns out to be|at least,to 305 digit accuracy|equal to9040688966773194414714563839590079672748586767810119079767998887625707561391630625 �16 :
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